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Union Construction To Start In June
Constitution
Debated By
Senators
•

CeremonyTo
Be Part Of
Graduation

Further Revision
Asked At Meeting

Over Two-Thirds
Of Goal Reached

BY DON KING
After a hectic two-hour-and-ahalf session Tuesday night the
General Student Senate voted to
send a newly proposed constitution for the student body back to
the committee for further study
and revision.
The committee was appointed
by the Senate to draw up a constitution and has been at work ,pn
it for over two months.

BY BILL ROBERTSON
^

Three members of the committee which has drawn up the new constitution for the student
body talk over some of the problems involved in the task. Left to right, Bob Moran, Shirley Look,
and Howard Foley discuss the situation. The committee presented the new document to the General senate Tuesday night. Members of the group not shown are Phil Ward, Dwight Demeritt,
Joan McKaig, and Margaret Murray. Moran is committee chairman. —Staff Photo by Sprague

A formal ground-breaking ceremony for the Memorial Student
Union will be part of the Alumni
Day program at June Commencement, according to John Sealey,
Jr.. executive secretary of the
General Alumni association.
The announcement was made
simultaneously with the arrival of
a new set of preliminary plans for
the Union.

Bob Moran, president of OCUMMO
The decision to have the groundand chairman of the constitution combreaking ceremony at Commencement
mittee, pleaded with the senate "not
was made by the Alumni Council.
to stifle the proposal, but to let the
Both the council and the Union Buildstudents decide for themselves whether
ing Fund committee are anxious to get
they want it or not." Ittoran said the
construction of the Union under way at
Senate had a "moral responsibility"
the earliest possible date, Mr. Sealey
to submit it to a student referendum.
said. It is hoped this can be done in
Varied Opinion
June.
George Grant, Oak hall, in asking
First, Mr. Sealey said, the prelimithat the constitution be sent back to
nary
plans must be approved by a
the committee, said that it should be
student
-faculty committee and the
It
was
reported
this
week
that
ed,
said the loss resulted from two
"simplified in order to remove all repeMaine would gain neither prestige Alumni Council. Then a new building
titions, vagueness, and errors." He $15224 in cash was stolen March 1 breaks during the night.
nor publicity by playing in post-sea- sketch will be prepared. Following
referred especially to sections which from the Dunn hall canteen and the
University police said they thought
son
Carnegie
sports events, according to Dean this, bids will be called and a contract
snack
bar.
The loss was
he said "overrule some of the finer
the two burglaries were apparently the Elton E. Wieman.
awarded for the construction.
fully
insured.
points of the WSGA constitution."
work of the same person. At press
The change of location of the Union
Wieman spoke in a discussion of the
Officials of the Maine Bonding and
Dorothea Butler. Balentine, scored
time they had no positive leads as to
issue at a recent session of the Men's to the site directly east of the library,
what she considered to be "descrimina- Casualty Co., Portland, with whom the identity of the
thief.
has made it necessary to have an enSenate.
tions against women" in the proposed the University Store Company is bondThe burglar got $42.44 from the
tirely
new set of floor plans drawn.
Following
the
discussion, the Senate
executive council and judicial comDunn hall canteen and $109.80 from voted to send a representati
ve, Dick
mittee. She asked that provisions be
The new plans aim to make the best
the Carnegie snack bar. Entry at Dunn Dow, to the atheltic board to
recom- possible use of the contours of the
made to assure feminine representation
hall was gained by smashing a wire- mend that the present
post-season new site, and to have the design of
on these bodies.
reinforced glass panel of the door. The sports policy
be reviewed and changed the building harmonize with the archiThe importance of the Men's senate
Carnegie snack bar was entered if possible.
tecture of nearby buildings.
also came in for its share of comment.
through a broken window.
In explaining the University's poliWhen questioned by Brad Shaw,
The new building sketch will be
Campus police said the burglar left cy, Wieman said that the season
The Student Religious Association
Corbett hall, on the place of the men's
published in the Campus shortly after
(Continued on Page Eight)
student government under the new will become an actuality next fall tracks in the snow outside Carnegie.
vacation.
constitution. Moran stated that it is with the announcement this week that
The Union Building Fund commitincluded in the new set-up, saying he the MCA .Advisory Board has actee is making a final drive to reach the
felt "it should be allowed to prove cepted plans for the reorganization of
goal of $900,000. At present the alumthe MCA.
itself or die a natural death."
ni and faculty groups lead the student
Resignation Accepted
The acceptance of reorganization
body in actual payments.
The resignation of Margaret Mur- plans by the Board removes the last
Over $600,000 has been paid.
ray. Balentine, from the constitutional major obstacle in the formation of the
The alumni have subscribed $489.518
The Maine Masque's next produc- Edward McDermott. Richard Newcommittee was accepted by the senate SRA which has been in the planning
tion, "Green Grow the Lilacs." by dick, Jacob Dion, Wendell Hodgkins. and have paid 82 per cent; the faculty
after she said that she was not quali- stages for over a year.
Lynn Riggs. will be presented Paul Judkins. George Sherman,„Web- have subscribed $9,240 and have paid
fied to work on the committee as it is
96 per cent; and the students have
The SRA will serve as a central Wednesday through
Saturday next ard Ayotte. Norman Anderson, Jeannow set up. Dorothea Butler was organization for clearing the activiweek, and will include, in its cast and Paul Roberge, Charles Loranger, and paid 54 per cent of their $166,491 subelected to serve in her place.
scription.
ties of the various faiths and program- chorus, the largest
number of players David Simonton.
The drafting of the new constitu- ming their projects, on campus.
A meeting of the Student-Faculty
to he seen on stage here in somc time.
Maurice Lavoie, Leonard Keenan, Committee on Union Building Facilition came about as the result of a conUnder the reorganization the MCA
The little Theatre curtain time Paul O'Neil, Raymond Feasey, David
troversy in January over the constituties was held last Tuesday. Several
will now serve Protestant students will be 8:15 p.m. each evening.
Haskell, Yvonne Richmond, Joan changes in space allocation
tionality of the petition system of in
and arthe same way as does the Newman
Leads for the nr.rical. already an- Blanchard. Jane 'Wheeler, Mary
nominating class officers.
rangement
facilities
of
are
being
sent to
Club Catholic students.
nounced, include SP-phen
Snyder. Margaret Murray. Barbara the architects. The nine
At that time a committee was
student
memThe new set-up provides for the Beverly Bouchard. Lynne Hatch, Hobbs. Eva Burgess. Lois Leonard,
named to study the constitutions of the
bers
the
of
committee
appointed
by
establishmen
t of a SRA cabinet to William Heyne, Dorothy McCann, Lenore Dinsmore. and Joanne San
three student governing organizations
the General Student Senate are Donsupervise
directly
interfaith
all
activiDwight Frye, Norman Anderson. Antonio.
and to recommend a method of codifyald Barbour, George Bragdon, Caroties. This will replace the present William White. David Simonton.
ing the constitutions to prevent overMarguerite Floyd, Avis Zippel, lyn Cole, Joanne Josslyn, Willard Nismethod of a coordinating commission. Jacob Dion. Ed McDermott, and
lapping authority.
Marjorie Trask, Voncille Leonard, bet, Thomas J. Lydon, Joanne Mayo,
Next Wednesday evening the Inter- Charles Loranger.
would
retain
The new setup
the
Beverly Chadeayne, Jean Savage. Mark Shedd, and Lawrence ThompNewly announced members of the Phillis Webster, Gloria Plissey. Elaine son.
three governing bodies which exist faith Council will decide whether or
Lockhart, Bertha Norris, and Joan
at the present time. The Men's not the new organization should be chorus are:
The six faculty members appointed
Jean I.avigueur, Bert Fernald. Nutt.
Sctiate and the Women's Student presented in a referendum to MCA
by President Hauck are Charles E.
Governing association would remain members or the whole student body.
Richard Buck, Albert Mosher. Paul
Those in the (lancing roles are: Crossland. Prof. W. C. Libby, Prof.
The referendum would be an edu- Ellis. Harry Henderson, Richard
the same, but the General Student SenYvonne Richmond, Mary Snyder, John Stewart, Prof. Frank Taylor,
ate would undergo several changes. cational move to explain the SRA Kelley, Philip Haskell, Joseph Za- Marguerite Floyd. Elaine Lockhart, Dean Elton E. Wieman, and
Dean
(Continued on Page Eight)
setup to all students.
briskie, Brant Frost, Robert Chase,
(Continued on Page Eight)
Edith (1 Wilson.

$152 Stolen In Breaks
At Carnegie, Dunn Hall

Dean Wieman
Explains Maine
Sports Policy

SRA To Replace
MCA Next Fall

Masque Musical Next Week;
Tickets Are Still Available

Or
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Big Farm And Home Week On Campus April 3-6; Wearin' Of Green Miss Chambers
Is Soph Hop Theme To Be Honored
Over 500 To Participate In 43rd Annual Event 1Tomorrow
Night
By Memorial
Over 500 advance registrations al- I day night, Norman Fickett will play
ready have been received in prepara- the marimba, and Irwin Douglass will
tion for the 43rd annual Farm and lead group singing.
Home week to be held on the UniverThe University will again open all
sity of Maine campus April 3-6.
dormitories to those desiring rooms
Maurice D. Jones, professor of on campus. Meals will be served
agricultural economics and farm man- cafeteria style in the dining rooms in
agement, has been appointed chairman, Estabrooke hall, Balentine hall, and
a post he has held for 20 years.
the New Cafeteria.
Members of the committee in charge
During the three days, the visitors
of the programs are Clarence Day,
will attend exhibits displayed by the
Howard Dickey, Fred Griffee, WinUniversity and other groups. Of
throp Libby, Fred Loring, Estelle
particular interest are the splendid
Nason, Philip Parsons, and Louise
barns and well kept cows that the
Stedman.
University maintains. Here the visiHauck Will Welcome
tor will find modern farming methods
President Hauck will address the in constant operation.
opening assembly on Monday night Well Known Speakers
and extend the University's welcome
Notable speakers will be Mrs.
to all. For entertainment on Mon- Frank Gilbreth, the mother in the
best seller "Cheaper by the Dozen,"
Kilbreth J. Barrows, noted news
analyst, and Orbo M. Breeze, recognized author and lecturer.

Vedes

One of the more popular attractions
The annual Sophomore Hop, with
last year, the free chest X-ray will
decorations centered around a St.
again be available to all those who Patrick's day theme, will be held towish to take advantage of this op- morrow night, March 17, in Memorial
portunity.
gym.
Lectures will be given every day
With music by Bruno Caliandro
with emphasis on improved farming and his Maine Men, dancing will last
and better homemaking. These lec- from nine until two a.m. Couples
tures will be started on the first day will wear semi-formal dress.
and will be continued until the end of
Chaperons for the dance will be
the conference.
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Allen and Mr.
Banquet And Dance
and Mrs. Clifford Little. The recepThe climax will come on the last tion committee will consist of Presinight when the annual Farm and dent and Mrs. Arthur A. Hauck, Dean
Home banquet will be held. Presi- Edith Wilson. and Mr. and Mrs.
dent Hauck will preside as toastmas- Frederick S. Youngs.
ter. Following the banquet, an oldfashioned dance will rule for the rest Prof. Reynolds Becomes
of the night.
Gladiolus Editor
It is hoped that last year's record at- New
tendance of over 4,500 will be broken. Professor Cecil J. Reynolds of the
Present reports from all over the University English department has
state indicate that interest is very been appointed editor of the Gladiolus
Yearbook.
keen.

.7 777
'
,7717-'''' . •

:•.

Friends of Miss Kathleen Chambers, English instructor who was recently killed in an automobile accident,
are joining in a special contribution
to the Union Building fund in her
memory.
The sponsors of the idea said that
such a memorial seemed appropriate
because of Miss Chambers' interest in
the University and her friendships with
students and faculty.
No solicitations will be made, but
anyone wishing to share in this memorial may leave contributions of any
amount in 235 Stevens anytime before
March 27.

Mrs. Maine Bake Sale
The Mrs. Maine club will sponsor a
bake sale next Saturday from 12 noon
to 5 p.m. in the Betts Bookstore.
Orono.

,
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Spinning for
American Game Fish
By JOSEPH D. BATES, JR.
Complete data on tackle, tactics
and techniques of this increasingly popular style light-gear
fishing.
$coo

a

Cleaning tasks lightened by new
Du Pont cellulose spong3 yarn

By JOSEPH D. BATES, JR.
How to recognize good trout-',
waters—brook, stream, river or
lake, and how to fish them in
changing seasons.
$6.00

How to Live
in the Woods
By HOMER HALSTED
Complete, up-to-date, practical
information for the camper,
alone or in groups, under all
conditions.
$2.75

The Boy's Complete
Book of Fresh and
Salt Water Fishing
By 0. H. P. RODMAN
and E. C. JANES
Essential for young beginners;
valuable to experienced fishermen. Full instructions on how
to catch more fish and have more
$3.50
fun doing it.

Taking Larger Trout
By LAWRENCE R. KOLLER
Expert, inside dope on fly, bait
or spin fishing, where trout lie,
and how to snare the "'tinker."
(Ready April 17) $5.00
All these books are
illustrated

BETTS
Book Store
Mill tit.

()run 11

CROSS-SECTION of the new mop yarn. Each
cotton fiber strand is jacketed with cellulose
sponge material.

offer mop manufacturers the yarn
in commercial quantities.
FASTER AND CLEANER

Trout Waters and
How to Fish Them

An ordinary mop has a bad habit of
unraveling. It often leaves a trail of
nit. And it wears out fast. A man
v:ho sold yarn to mop manufacturers
eecided to do something about these
nuisances. Perhaps some reinforcing
material might be combined with the
yarn.Hedid someexperimental work
of his own but more and more he
wondered if it might be possible to
uze a cellulose sponge coating.
THREE YEARS OF RESEARCH

So the man called on Du Pont, the
company that had introduced the
cellulose sponge to America in 1936.
The suggestion of a sponge yarn presented a challenging problem.
Some way would have to be found
to extrude a tightly fitting cellulose
sponge jacket around each strand of

the yarn. The whole sponge process
would have to be adjusted for use
in an especially designed machine.
Du Pont chemists and engineers
tackled these problems.
Even the very first cellulose sponge
yarn produced experimentally made
mops that were strong, absorbent
and durable. But the process had to
be changed and improved time and
time again. Then the mops were
tested in places where they would
get the hardest usage—railroad stations, for example.
The mops performed so well that
Du Pont built a pilot plant near
Buffalo and, under a license from
the man who had the original idea,
manufactured the yarn on a small
scale. Only after three years ofstudy
and testing was Du Pont able to
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science Makes a lr etter Mop

SI

Mops made with cellulose sponge
yarn pick up and retain so much
water they need wringing less often.
You can mop a floor with them in
far less time than it formerly took.
They dry quickly,leave no lint.They
outwear other mops three to five
times. Best of all, perhaps, they stay
dirt-free longer than ordinary mops.
Here is something women will appreciate—a clean mop!
The introduction of these new
cleaning tools is another example of
how business firms ofall sizes depend
on each other. The Du Pont Company had facilities for specialized research on cellulose sponge. Because
Du Pont could supply sponge yarn
economically,sometwenty mop manufacturers today have a better product that saves maintenance people
and the American housewife time,
labor and money.
*

*
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SEND POI "The Story of Cellulose," a 43.
page booklet that tells how wood and cotton
are transformed into sponges, textile fibers,
lacquers, plastics,coated fabrics,Cellophane
and many other useful products. Illustrated
with photographs,charts and chemical equations. For free copy, write to the Du Pont
Company,2503 Nemours Bldg., Wilmington
88, Delaware.
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BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING
iv.. THROUGH CHEMISTRY
Great Dramatic Entertainment—Tune on "Cavalcade
ofAmerica" Tueiday Nightt, NBC Coast to Coast

1
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The Springfield College Exhibition
team will present a two-hour show
next Tuesday night at 8 p.m. in the
Memorial gym. Their visit is sponsored by the University Assembly
committee and the department of
physical education.
The team will present a program
which has been thrilling spectators for
over twenty-five years. "Physical
Panorama-1950 Style" is, however,
far more than an evening of gymnastics. Coach Lester Judd's men blend
gymnastics, grace, daring, humor,
dramatics, and precision into a unique
entertainment.
Included in the program are such
acts as the Glittering Wands, in which
members of the team engage in a
demonstration of juggling, twirling,
and balancing with spangled wands;
the Trampoline Acrobats, in which a
group performs in midair after bouncing off the trampoline, an apparatus
similar to a bedspring; and several
comedy numbers which keep everyone laughing.
Self defense against a knife attack
by using the techniques of Judo is a
novelty in the Springfield Gym team
exhibition. It will include defense
against anything from a club to a
sword or gun, and winds up with a
simulated street fight.
Appearing in colleges, high schools.
V's. and public auditoriums, Coach
Judd's gymnasts have received ovations everywhere they presented the
show.

Embassy Over; Dr. Hauck To Be
Library Service State Chairman
Ends Week
For Fund Drive

The four-day observance of EmPresident Arthur A. Hauck has
bassy week will be concluded tonight been named state chairman for the
with a service of dedication in the Japan international Christian UniLouis Oakes room of the library from versity fund campaign to be estab7-8 p.m. and a mission service for lished near Tokyo. A goal of $725,000
Catholic students in Our Lady of has been set for the New England
area.
Wisdom chapel at 7:30 p.m.
The appointment was announced
The final group discussions on the
this
week by the Rev. Dr. Ralph E.
general theme, "Religion in DemocraDiffendoffe
r, president of the Japan
cy," will be held this afternoon in the
university foundation and formerly
Oakes room.
executive secretary of the Board of
One of the scheduled speakers, Dr. Foreign Missions
of the Methodist
John A. Hutchison, professor of reli- Church.
gion at Williams college, was forced
The campaign which has a goal of
to cancel his appearance after his car
$10.000,000, is being supported by
left the road at Keene, N. H., en route
fourteen Protestant denominations.
to Orono. Dr. Hutchison was uninOver $500,000 has been raised by nonjured in the mishap.
Christian Japanese, including the EmAt 2:45, the Rev. Albert C. Niles peror and Empress who made
their
will head the final seminar on "Reli- first contribution to a Christian
engion and Science."
terprise.
The Rev. Joseph P. Flynn, the
Others on the national committee
Rev. Nathanael M. Guptill, and Rabbi include General Douglas MacArthur,
David Berent will take part in a panel honorary chairman, and Joseph C.
discussion on "Where Do We Stand Grew, former U. S. ambassader to
in American Democracy" at 3:45.
Japan.
Father Flynn urged students to
WILLIAM S. NEWMAN
make religion a vital part of their
everyday life at the opening assembly
Monday morning.
Speaking on "Ethical Infants in a
Nuclear Age." he pointed out that j John Dineen, chairman of the Good
there are 70,000,000 people in the I Will Chest drive, announced that three
United States who- are not church- more groups have reached the 100%
goers and that there is a great need , contribution goal. They are Colvin
for all people to turn to God.
! hall, Estabrooke, and East hall.
John Stimpson, head of the Maine
The ::L•t,t! AmericLn pianist WilStudents and faculty. participated I He added that cqntributions are still
Day committee, announced today the liam S. Newitinn will give a recital in 13 seminars and discussions in ad- coming in and final tabulations have
names of students who will be active this evening at 8:30 p.m. in the Little dition to religious services and dormi- not been made. All entries will probon various commitees working for the Theatre. There will be no admission I tory and fraternity house discussions ably be in by next week and an acduring Embassy week.
curate total vill then be possible.
success of the annual spring event.
charge.

Riflemen To Fire
Finals This Week
Saturday. March 18. the University
rifle team will fire in the New England college rifle league finals in Boston.
The team qualified for the finals by
ending the regular season in a tie
with MIT for first place in the northern group of the league.
Maine has wins over Dartmouth.
Vermont, Bowdoin, New Hampshire,
Harvard. and Norwich. They have
lost to once-beaten MIT. Other teams
firing in the finals are MIT, Norwich,
and the Coast Guard Academy.
Three Maine men have individual
season averages among the top ten
from the seventeen competing teams.
They are Vernon Bond in fourth place
with a 280.33 average. John McBride
sixth with 278 and Leroy Rand with
277.33.

John Stimpson Famed Pianist
Names Groups Newman Will
For Maine Day Give Concert

The committees and members are the
Mr. Newman's program will confollowing:
sist of the Bach D minor sonata for
Projects committee: Eugene Gamclavier. the second sonata by the conmon and Mary Whitcomb, co-chairmen, Jan Bannister, Joseph Cummings, temporary American composer Arthur,
Michael O'Toole, and Robert Rendall. Shepherd, and Beethoven's monumenEntertainment committee: Keith! tal "Hammerklavier" sonata in B-flat
Fowles, chairman; Chester Campbell, major, opus 108.
Vera Edfors, Paul Guilmette, Harry
Because of its length and technical
Hallsey, Lois Hunter, Nancy Knowles, difficulty.
the "Hammerklavier" is selElaine Lockhart, Shirley Look, Her- dom
heard in public performance. It
bert Merrill, and Carroll Totman.
has been called the "red giant of the
Mayoralty campaign committee: musical universe."
Dwight Demeritt, chairman; Raymond
An expert on the sonata who has
Couture, George Grant, Donald Mc- taught at Bennington
and Columbia
Glauflin, Paul O'Neil, and Bradley and is now on the faculty of
the UniShaw.
versity of North Carolina, Mr. NewInterfraternity Sing committee: man has appeared as a soloist
with
Lynwood Hill, chairman; Thomas many leading American symphony
Collins and James G. Selwood.
orchestras.
IN MASTERS
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GREETING
CARDS
For
ALL OCCASIONS
At

PARK'S

7.

ALUMINUMWARE — BITS — BRACES — LEVELS
in
People say—"You con And 11 at PARK'S"
DD1
/IIEATERS — SEEDS — WHEELBARROWS — TURNBUCKLES -

lien in "Who's 1% ho"
Attribute it to ...

HEINE'S

"OLD HOME BREAD"
BLEND

The Bread with the old style flavor

Nissen's Bakery Products

l'uttilmtl PIPE TOBACCO
SOLI cf TO,ACCO CO , 45

Fremont, SF.

r

Three More Groups
Hit Good Will Goal
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TOUR LATEST OUTSTANDING SCIIEEN GUTS

1E11 BUM TIIEVERFS. hit.
OPERA HOUSE

T RP ND

R.tN(.OtL
March 16, 17, 18
"GUILTY OF TREASON"
Paul Kelley. Bonita Granville.
Charles Bickford
March 19, 20, 21. 22
"WHEN WILLIE COMES
MARCHING HOME"
Dan Dailey, Corinne Calvet

BIJOU
itANG011
Nlarch 16. 17
"INTRCDER IN THE DUST"
David Brian. Claude Jarman. Jr.
March 18, 19, 20, 21
"NANCY GOES TO RIO"
Jane Powell, Barry Sullivan,
Ann Sothern

PARK
IRAN:1.011
March 17, 18
"WESTERN PACIFIC
AGENT"
Kent Taylor. Sheila Ryan
"STAMPEDE"
Rod Cameron, Gale Storm
Nfarch 19, 20, 21
"THE LIVES OF A BENGAL
LANCER"
GarY
Irer. FranChOt
Tone
"BEAU GESTE"
Cary Cooper. Ray M Oland

01101%0
N1 ed. & Thur... Mar. 15-16
Double Feature
"WHIRLPOOL"
6:30-9:07
Gene Tierney. Jose Ferri: r
Plus
"CLAY PIGEON-7:57
Bill Williams, Barbara Hale
Fri. & Sat., Morch 17, 18
"MONTANA"
(Technicolor)
Errol Flynn. Alexis Smith
Also Cartoons
Sat. Matinee 2:30; 6:30-8:24
Sun. & Mon.. March 19. 20
"JOLSON SINGS .tGAIN"
(Technicolor)
1.arry Parks. Barbara hale
Also Cartoon
Sun. Matinee 3:00; 6:30-8:33
Tuesday. March 21
"THE WELL DIGt.ER'S
DAUGHTER"
(La Edit- du PaiAaticr)
with Rainiti-Fernandel-Charpin
Premiere Showing—Will not Nshown in Bangor
6:30-8:30

d.&
Mor. 22-23
Donble Feature
"ARcTic Ft R1 -6:30-9:05
Del Cambre, Eve Miller
Plus
"EASY LIVING"
8:58
Victor Mature. Lucille Ball
Bijou and Opera House operate continuously from 1:30 to 11 o'clock.
Matinee Prices: 350 to 5 o'clock
Nk
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Puhl.shed Thursdays during the college year by students of the University
of Maine. Subscription rate: 75c per semester. Local advertising rate: 60c per
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Orono Town Meeting
see

Speaking Of Speakers
It now looks as though the Institute of National Affairs,

which it u as hoped could be held in the very near future, will
not materialize.
The affair was to have been conducted along the lines of
last year's Institute of International Affairs. Trygve Lie was
the speaker at that time.
The main difficulty this year seems to be the problem involved in getting speakers for such an event. There are several
reasons why it is hard to obtain prominent, well-versed men to
come to Orono and address the student body and other interested persons.
One of the paramount reasons is that it takes money, a
commodity which, it has been said, "does not grow on trees."
It seems that in practically all cases desirable speakers are
extremely aware of the value of the dollar. For instance, to
engage Vice President Alben Barkley to speak, a small fee of
one thousand dollars is entailed. It can be judged from the size
of this fee what the tariff is for men of lesser national importance.
In short, it may he said that if we get speakers we have to
pay for them, no matter what statements they may make from
the rostrum about being glad to be here. Most things, it seems,
have a price.
If these prices cannot be met, then we must either find a
way to raise the necessary money or contrive to get people who
have only a moderate price.
There are a great many people within a comparatively
small distance of the University who are capable and well qualified to speak here on a number of different subjects.
To support this point, it may be noted that the Politics and
Foreign Affairs club recently staged a very successful and
popular panel discuslion of the "Fair Deal" without going any
further than Bangor for the participants.
A great deal could be done along this line. Also, it might
be feasible to summon some Great Man and charge a small fee
at the door in order to defray expenses. This alternative, however, is probably the least plausible of the two ideas.
The fairly local, low-price speakers are within the reach of
any group or organization that wishes to explore the possibilities. All that is needed now is for these groups to exploit what
sources there are, and there are many.

A Job Well Done

0/

"What makes you think this exam is going to be rough, Pete?"

According To St. James
BY DICK
We have a nice library here. It's
a big one with plenty of books in it.
There's a large reserve room where
books are kept on hand for our assigned outside reading. These books
cannot be taken from the room except
under special circumstances. Therefore they must be read and studied
for the most part right in that room.
And that seems to me to be just what
libraries are for.
We also have a bookstore, a snack
bar. and plenty of wide open spaces for
people who want to hang around and
talk about the big party or the big
game. Even the lobby of the library
is O.K. for small talk and a little
horsing art quid.
So we find that we have facilities
for studying and different ones for
non-academic business.
If you want to try and study in the
Bookstore, that's O.K. We admire
you for your determination but you've
got a lot to learn.
However, if you want to talk about
last night's date with someone in the
reserve room of the library, that's
not O.K. It just isn't goo.1 manners
to carry on a stage whisper conversation with the guy across from you
when the one next to you is trying to

Today ia the tinal day of what has proved to be the fittest

Embassy week since the war. This year's addresses, panels, and
bull sessions have put a great deal more emphasis on inter-faith
cooperation than has been done in the past.
The result has been a better balanced program, with some
panels having members of the three major faiths appearing together. This is the sort of thing that religious get-togethers
could make use of even more.
Discrimination of all sorts is still one of the country's major
domestic problems, and such affairs as Embassy week go a long
way in the attempt to overcome the blind stupidity of prejudice.
In connection with Embassy week, there is a display in the
Louis Oakes room that is more than deserving of mention. The
wood engravings of Phillip Ilagreen are excellent, not only for
their construction as works of art but also for the fine example
they present of British satirical cartoons. Anyone interested in
Great Britain, politics, or just plain humor will get a bang out
of them.
Larry Pinkham
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
John St ittipti
BUSINESS MANAGER
ASSOCIATE EDITORS—Woody Bigelow, Don King. KO,
harry Halley
ADVERTISING MANAGER
DEPARTMENTAL EDITORS—John Murphy (Sports); Marilyn Hoyt
(Society).
BUSINESS ASSOCIATES—Virginia Stickney (Circulation Manager);
Nancy Knowles (Subscription Manager); Dorrine McMahon (Assistant
Advertising Manager) ; Gerald Robbins (Assistant Circulation Manager ): Caroline Heckler (Business Secretary); Mary Ellen Chalmers
(Advertising Assistant) ; Jan Boyce (Assistant Business Secretary )
Marie Boynton. Wes Bradford. Winston Carter, Bryce McEwen, Joyce
McGouldrick, Cliff Manchester, Joan Russell, Ellen Stratton, Nancy
Wing (Circulation A s%istants).
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wade through a book on economic
policy or something.
In the first place, some of the books
that go on reserve are pretty hard to
come by. There may be only one or
two copies of them and, with procrastination the thing it is, a guy might
try for weeks to get one for an hour's
reading without success. When he
finally does get it. he wants to read
and absorb what he reads. If he's only
got an hour between classes he's not
going to absorb much if you're sitting
there telling someone how far you
threw the 35-pound weight in practice
the day before.
In the second place it wouldn't make
any difference if the guy was reading
Captain Marvel comics. He's there
because he wants to read. He figures
that he's in the library and that he
should find some peace and quiet
there. And so he should. But I don't
think I've been over there yet when
the place wasn't bumming with conversation.
So if you're there and want to talk,
move out to the lobby and bat the
breeze all you want. Obviously the
place can't be policed, so it's up to
each of us to keep our talking out of
the studying and reading rooms.

The Dull Edge
BY STEVE RILEY
There's more than a little opposition to having a name band play for
the Commencement ball. After this
pillar came out in favor of importing
a "name" for the affair, we were
promptly set back on our heels by
people who definitely are against the
idea.
Chuck Barr, a member of the ski
team, says that a name band would
cost too much and wouldn't be worth
the money. And that's the way several
others felt.
On the other hand there are plenty
who feel that a big time outfit should
play for the ball. It 'is ill be interesting to see how the committee handles
the situation.
*

seems to he this fella's gripe. S,,tnetimes it's the little things that count.
* *
Two of the hardest workers on
campus are Stu G leaders Bob Moran
and Dwight Demeritt. Although we
don't always agree with them, it must
lye admitted that the students' voice
in University policy-shaping is on the
increase.
Moran has been one of the leading
lights behind the drive to make Stu
G a place where the average student
can make himself heard
The Men's senate under Demeritt
has recently launched an investigation
into Maine's refusal to accept the
ad.y bid offered the basketball
qurne
sto

*

A fellow who eats in the New
Cafeteria came up to us the other day
with what he says is a legitimate complaint. "I'm not hard to get along
with," quoth he, "hut that toast we
have at breakfast—I know it's early
but I wish they'd find some way to
keep that morning dew out of my
toast."
There you are. Jackie. it's your
problem now. Too much steam table

But it's still true that those who
have interest enough think the senate
is a puppet affair that kowtows when
the administration pulls the strings.
What that group needs is a good
publicity agent.
•• •
corns the Vermont Cynic
commenting on the last basketball
game of the season. "sure took the
starch out of those Maine potatoes."

To the Editor: Lesson from a town
meeting:
The word democracy was mentioned—even was the Constitution
quoted.
The Carnpits is capricious about
giving space to items not concerning
sports, student activities, or the faculty, but this might interest you:
Well, downtown in Orono one night
recently there was held a town meeting. (A town meeting is an old New
England synonym for democracy in
action.) It concerned the application
of a local restaurant owner for the reissue of his malt beverage license for
use in his new place of business....
Present were the members of the
Orono Town council, the applicant
and interested people, both pro and
con. The pro's and con's were more
or less evenly divided.
The facts were stated:
1. The restaurant in question is
operating in an industrial zone legally.
2. The owner-operator has conducted his restaurant since 1946 with
success, good reports from state inspectors and in full cooperation with
local police.
3. By circumstances beyond his
control the restaurant-owner was
forced to move to a less desirable
(from a business standpoint) location.
None of the above facts were disputed—actually, they were seconded
emphatically by the opposition.
The chair called for words from the
opposition, and the following arguments were presented:
I. Need for this license has not
been proved.
2. This restaurant is operating
very near the industrial-residential
boundary and creates a nuisance or
hazard for property owners in this
area.
3. A restaurant serving malt beverages is not a good moral force....
4. The town of Orono (i.e. Orono
townspeople) does not owe this restaurant operator a living.
The above five points represent. in
tato, the arguments of the opposition.
Briefly, I would like to answer them:
First, need for a business is not
criteria for the granting or not granting of permits or licenses. If it were,
how many of us would be automobile
drivers.
Second, point two is perhaps the
strongest argument the opposition has,
hut it must be remembered that people
who build or len, property adjacent
to an obviously "industrial zone" (i.e.
open for commercial development)
should be cognizant to the possibility
of such development.
The thinking behind point three is
not entirely clear or acceptable to me,
therefore the reader is asked to form
his own answer.
Number four is absolutely true, but
the town of Orono, or any town, owes
the entrepreneur the right to make a
legal living.
The town of Orono voted wet in
the last election, and legally this
license should have been granted. I
submit that the combination of influential town temperance forces with
the support of various University of
Maine faculty members, although
leaders in the minority, pre-decided
this issue.
The majority of the faculty do not
belong to this "clique" and would have
n Airing to do with it. Most of them
understand, I'm sure, that their position is unique in that they have an opportunity to sell true dtimocracy:
broadmindedness, equality of the mind
and body, and those principles inborn
in an American.
JERRY S. NICKERSON
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Saint Patrick's Day once more we'll' The sophomore actives and the new I I i tch ner chaperoned the carnival
see, the colors will be seen ..for there's pledges entertained the guests with a which the WAA reports as being the
no University law 'gainst the wearin' 1 skit. Music was supplied by Bruno best in years.
of the green. And just to make sure Caliandro's orchestra and refreshHillel club was host to the Mille!
the day is done up fine. parties and ments were served.
Foundation convention last week end.
i
dances honoring old Saint Pat held
Chaperons were Mr. and Mrs. Clar- Saturday afternoon the group had a
last week end started the ball rolling ence Baler and Mr. and
Mrs. Walter get-acquainted party at the Windsor
towards that day for the Irish.
hotel.
Wick.
Phi Mu sororiSergeant Steve Gould of the Maine
Mr. Vincent Shainin spoke to Delta
ty held a formal
Zeta sorority and its guests, the Chi State Police, and his family, were
at Phi Mu Delta
Omegas,about his trip to South Amer- guests of honor at a dinner given by
Friday evening.
ica, Monday evening, March 6, in Kappa Sig Wednesday evening, March
The house was
8. Sergeant Gould has been an honBalentine Hall.
decorated in green
Jan
Haley and Phyllis Atwood as- orary member of the fraternity for
and white using
sisted
Mr. Shainin in showing col- many years.
the Saint Patrick
During the evening, house president
ored
slides
and various exhibits
theme. Sammy
Harry
Angelides presented the honbrought
back
from
that
country.
Saliba's orchesA gay time was had by everyone who ored guest with a gift on behalf of the
tra played and
attended WAA's annual Penny Carni- House. Sergeant Gould's transfer of
refreshments were
val held in the Women's gym last Fri- duty will mean the temporary absence
MARILYN
served.
of a well-known Kappa Sig from
night.
day
Chaperons were
campus.
Mr. and Mrs. George Lord, Mr. and
The gym was transformed into a
The annual Tri Delt Scholarship
Mrs. Henry Doten, and Mrs. Ocean- carnival with colored lights, various
Fashion
show will be held this Saturna Yale.
concession games, drawings of song
day,
2:00-4:00
p.m. in the Louis
Chi Omega sorority held its formal titles, and the "Good Ship Lollypop"
Oakes
the
room
Library. The girls
of
at
the
restaurant end of the room.
at the Kappa Sig house Saturday
evening, Ray Downs' orchestra Tables and chairs were arranged in will model the latest spring fashions
in shoes, hats, suits, and dresses from
played and refreshments were served night club fashion, with dancing space
the Bangor and Old Town stores. The
in the middle.
,luring intermission.
showing will be followed by refreshMrs. Mae Whitney, Mr. and Mrs. Couples came dressed as song titles
ments.
John Stewart, and Mr. and Mrs. and first prize went to Connie Webb
Pinned this week were: Maxine
and "Hap" Gerrish who came dressed
Herschel L Bricker chaperoned.
Connelley, Bangor, to Jim Prentiss,
Friday evening Phi Kap held a in black and covered with painted eyes Sigma Chi: Rath Ellingwood, Bansweater party which over 35 couples suggesting the song "The Night Has a gor, to Bill Robertson, Sigma Chi:
attended. Coffee and cake were served Thousand Eyes." Second prize was Miriam Bull, Colvin, to Lee Rand,
awarded to Connie Berry and Jean
during intermission.
Alpha Gam.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Woodbury Gyger who were arrayed as "Mule
Correction please: Bob White is a
Train."
cl.aperoned the party.
full-pledged, loyal member of Beta
During intermission the guests were Theta Pi! Thus Lora's pin is a
An informal vic dance was held at
the TEP house Friday night in honor entertained by the Tumbling, Square grta's not an Alpha Gam's.
of the Colby, Bates, and other college Dance, and Modern Dance clubs.
Engaged are Elaine Brown, Bangor,
representatives who were up here this
Ray Downs and his orchestra fur- and Ray Downs, and married are
‘%eek end attending the thud con- nished music. Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Claire Sturdley, Needham, Mass., and
vention.
Wallace and Mr. and Mrs. E. Reeve Joe Co...
The house was decorated using the
Embassy week theme. Chaperons were
Major and Mrs. Samuel Unger and
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Young.
After Graduation, what will YOU do?
Sunday evening, March 5, the Elms
EXECUTIVE CAREERS in RETAILING
and Alpha Gams enjoyed a spaghetti
feed served by the Elms girls. The
reward Trained Men and Women
supper was followed by games and
Interesting, responsible positions in merchandising, advertising.
group singing. Special guests were
fashion,
management, personnel, or teaching await men and
Mrs. Hinckley, the Alpha Gam
women gtaduates of the foremost School of Retailing. A onehousemother, and Mr. and Mrs. Carleyear graduate program leading to Master's degree combines practon Smith.
tical
instruction, market contacts, and supervised work experiPiracy was varied with gaiety at
ence—with
pay—in leading New York stores. Special programs
Phi Eta Friday evening when about
for bachelor's degree candidates and for non-degree students.
150 people gathered at the house for a
REQUEST BULLETIN C-44
Buccaneer's Brawl.
The rooms were decorated with
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
swords, cannons, ropes, nets, and other
SCHOOL OF RETAILING
effects which gave the impression of
100
Washington
Square, New York 3, N. Y.
being aboard a pirate ship. One room
was ingeniously rigged up to resemble
a brig.

1
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THURSDAY, MARCH 16
MONDAY, NIARUI 20
4 p.m—Women's forum, North
3:45 p.m.—Radio Guild tryouts,
Estabrooke (B).
275 Stevens hall.
7 p.m.—Mrs. Maine club, Merrill
TUESDAY, MARCH 21
hall.
7 p.m.—Square dance, Women's
8:30 p.m.—William Newman piano
gym.
recital, Little Theatre.
8 p.m.—Springfield college gymnastic team, Memorial gym.
FRIDAY, MARCH 17
' WEDNESDAY, MARCH 22
7:15 p.m.—Bridge club. MCA
building.
8:15 p.m.—Maine Masque production, "Green Grow the Lilacs,"
8 p.m.—Co-recreation program,
Little Theatre.
Women's gym.
8:30 p.m.—"French party," Beta THURSDAY, MARCH 23
Theta Pi house.
8:15 p.m.—Maine Masque produc9 p.m.—Sophomore Hop.
tion, "Green Grow the Lilacs,"
Memorial gym.
Little Theatre.
SATURDAY, MARC1I 18
8 a.m.-8 p.m.—Delta Delta Delta
fashion show. Louis Oakes room.
SUNDAY, MARCH 19
8,9, 10, 11 a.m.—Our Lady of
Antoni Syzmanowski. director of
Wisdom Chapel.
the Polish Research and Information
11 a.m.—MCA Non-sectarian
service in the United States, spoke on
service, Little Theatre.
the "Political Situation in Poland To7 p.m.—Our Lady of Wisdom
day" in the North Estabrooke Recreachapel.
tion room last night.
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Addresses Students
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-ARROW Gordon Oxfords are tops on my list"
said John in a recent campus interview."The collars
look good and fit perfectly. The body is cut right,
doesn't bunch at the waist
They wear and
wash well, too! Best for MY money—any day!"

Telephone 351:1
fl
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New Atlantic Restaurant
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Hagreen Exhibit Campus Poll Shows Students
Carries Embassy Are In Favor Of Radio Station
Week Theme
The exhibit of wood engravings by
Philip Hagreen now on display in the
Louis Oakes room of the Library has
been planned to carry out the theme
of Religious Embassy week: "Religion in Democracy."
Purely religious art and what may
be called social analysis share about
equally in the current show. The religious engravings are done in a manner suggesting strong medieval influences, both Gothic and Byzantine.
They are unsigned—Hagreen believes
that the artist's identity should not be
obtruded in this type of art.
Bureaucracy and industrialism are
the chief targets for Hagreen's satirical pictures, which actually come close
to being cartoons. Humor here is not
conspicuous, although strong feeling
is.
Hagreen, a Briton, is a well-known
illustrator of Catholic religious magazines.
•

Boyd & Noyes, Inc.
Jewelers
First Quality Diamond
Exclusively
Towle Sterling Silver
All standard make..
of Watches
25 Hammond St., Bangor

"This is the last in a series of
A plan of organization has been
articles on the troposed radio station drawn, which sets up the radio
station
at the University of Maine.
as an individual activity, operated
separately from other activities on
BY SID FOLSOM
campus.
The Maine student body showed its
Work will be none by a station
desire for a campus radio station last
week, when it polled an overwhelming manager and production staff, all stu"yes" vote for the proposal. An offi- dents. Activities of the station will
cial estimate of the results of the poll fall under the jurisdiction of the Unireveals that 97 per cent of the stu- versity radio committee.
In addition to the regular staff of
dents are in favor of a campus station.
An analysis of the replies also in- the station, members of several camdicates that evening broadcasts will pus groups have volunteered their asbe most popular. 49 per cent voted for sistance. Included are the electrical
evening shows, while 13 per cent want engineering department, radio amaafternoon programs. 38 per cent of teurs club, music department, audiothose questioned are in favor of both visual department, speech department,
and radio guild. All members of the
afternoon and evening schedules.
student body will be welcomed in any
According to preferences for types
phase of the broadcasting.
of programs, musical shows will be
A tentative schedule of programs
the most popular offering of the prohas
been drawn up which provides for
posed station. Next in popularity, in
broadcasting
every day of the week
the following order, will be: news,
sports, special events, concerts, dra- but Saturday. The daily programs,
matic shows, educational programs, five days a week, will carry popular
and dinner music, national and camand discussions.
In addition, many students indicated pus news, dramatic shows, and sports.
A drawback to the whole plan for
that they would like to work in the
Maine's
radio station is a lack of
station if it is set up.
With this insurance, the student financial backing. An initial investradio .station committee can refer the ment will be necessary to put the stastation plans and the results of the tion on the air, and continuous operatpeal . to the faculty radio committee. ink expenses must be met to keep it
financing
This coMmittee can then consider the going. At present, no plan of
assistance
for
but
appeals
arranged,
is
conitruction and operation of the ca:ngroups on
pus-wide station,. and examine its are being made to various
possibilities' as a 'University activity. campus.
student
Extensive proposals have been made ' With last week's poll, the
enough
inhas
that
it
showed
body
for the establishment of the station, to
campus
station
a
establish
terest
to
go into effect if the idea is approved.
at Maine and keep it going.

Coach Nelson Banquet Closes
Is Speaker To Meetings Of
Honorary Frat Maine Hillel
Coach Dave Nelson was the principal speaker at the initiation banquet of
Kappa Phi Kappa in North Estabrooke March 7.
He outlined the necessary qualities
of a football coach, placing personal
welfare of the players first, playing
within the spirit of the rules second,
and winning the game third.
Winning the game is important, he
said, but the personal welfare of the
players and observing the spirit of
the rules should be the coach's primary concern.
Dean Mark R. Shibles spoke briefly
of the importance of faculty-student
relations and the increasing importance of the extension courses offered
by the School of Education.
Master of ceremonies was William
J. Carmalt, president of Kappa Phi
Kappa.
The following men were initiated
into the fraternity at the meeting:
Robert Arnold, Robert Boston, Eugene Brown, Jr., Martin Daigle, Millard Fairley, Jr., Norman Foss, William Freese, Jr., Horace McGowan,
Earl Mercer, John Noonan, John
Parker, Augustus Parsons, Jr., and
Richard Pinkha.n.

The Hillel convention closed Sunday at a Windsor hotel banquet, after
a week end of activities extending
from the campus to Bangor.
The event attracted 120 delegates
from Bates, Colby, Westbrook Junior
College, New Brunswick, and Maine.
Rev. David Bruce Parker, minister
of the Unitarian church in Bangor,
opened the convention with an address
on "The Whole Duty of Man," setting
forth the process by which man can
identify with his fellow man.
"It is our goal to deepen our respect
for God as an indwelling part of man,"
he concluded.
A brief summary of a Time survey
of the attitudes and accomplishments
shared by college graduates was given
by President Arthur A. Hauck in an
informal talk at Sunday's breakfast
in South Estabrooke.
A plea was made by Dr. Maurice
Perlzweig, United Nations consultant,
at Sunday's banquet in the Windsor
hotel, for a re-dedication to the Jewish faith which proved itself in the
last world conflict. He warned, however, that "we are fighting the battle
of humanity, not just seeking a victory
for the Jews of the world." •
Copies of the Hillel yearbook, edited
by Don Povich, were distributed to
Home Ec Club Speaker
the delegates, who will meet again at
next
year's Bates convention.
The Hume Economics club is sponM.
Milton
Dr.
by
speech
soring a
McGorrill; Orono, Wednesday, March
29, at 7:30 p.m. in the Louis Oakes

room.

Phi Eta Prexy •

The title of Dr. NI.cGorrill's speech
Jasper Bull has been elected house will be "Women, Givers of Security,"
president of Phi Eta Kappa.
All University women are invited.

ANNOUNCEMENT:
Special Rates to U. of M. Students

Individual Styling in Photography
"Portraits by Ernestine"
Studio at 142 Middle Street, Old Town, Maine
b y appointments only
Telephone Old Tow n 512

SPORTSWEAR
for Men
SPORT COATS
JACKETS
SWEATERS
SLACKS

Donald Stuart, editor of the Ellsworth
American, discussed new
threats to press freedom this morning
in Fernald hall before members of the
journalism class in "The Newspaper
and the Community."

M. L. French & Son
196 Exchange St.
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The Maine Debaters will send their
two strongest teams to Bowdoin this
week end in an effort to annex the
state title, William Whiting. advisor
to the group, said today.
The debaters, winners of 12 of their
last 17 debates, will be meeting the
hest that Bowdoin. Bates, and Colby
can muster, he said.
Each of the schools will meet the
other three colleges, debating on both
the affirmative and negative sides of
the national debate topic: Resolved,
that the United States should nationalize the basic non-agricultural industries.

Ilemakas Toderal Raaerv• Bank

44,
11

Bangor
a

Detitligemilets*
REMEMBER -

Was ever a stocking so flattering ... 90 eye-

catching] Dupliquette, .. sheer loveliness...
sheer luxury...51 gauge, 15 denier
Spurgeon-ized Vintage nylons ... with the
Dupliquette marginal frame at ber-L
And sleek as sleek. .. because they're
proportioned to your measure...
in individual leg lengths.

$1.95

FREESE'S

Your Week End Isn't Complete
Without a Visit to the

BIRCHMERE INN
Fine Food

HOSIERY
SHOP
STREET
FLOOR

Wonderful Atmosphere
Refreshments
8 miles out on the Old Toun road
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Debaters Slated
For State Meet

Ii
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Young men and women will
always find this banking institution interested and helpful in their business progress.
Responsibility is reflected by
a checking account, which is
also a factor in establishing
credit and standing.

The
Merrill
Trust Company
MOs twelve offices In
Eastern Main*
Meanb•r Federal Depes:t Insurance Corp.
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Maine Track Team Closes Season Unbeaten

MURPHY

The off-season lull has hit University athletics as far as spectators I
are concerned.
Indoor track wound up last
Saturday. Skiing finished Sunday. Basketball is over and baseball is restricted to the practice
stages. Spring football started
Coach Mike Lude trimmed his baseThe powerful Pale Blue track
only last Monday.
ball squad down to 22 men as preparateam
brought another undefeated
Such a dearth of live sports stories tions for the seven-game late Marchseason
to a close and ran its skein
naturally cuts down on material for early April southern trip went into
of victories to 20 by edging a good
this column so it's time to clean up a high gear this week.
f,w odds and ends.
Boston University squad, 72% to
Eight pitchers were retained along
One such odd end lying around with three catchers, seven infielders,
53116, in the fieldhouse Saturday.
is the NAIB basketball tourna- and four outfielders.
The last time the Bears lost an inment played last week end at New
door dual meet was in 1942 when
With a smaller squad now, Lude
Britain, Conn.
they were downed by Northeastern.
plans to extend the afternoon drills
Scores of the tournament games into all phases of the
Since then Coach Chester Jenkins'
game. Workhave not yet reached this outpost outs thus far have
teams have run roughshod over their
been confined mostbut the winner, whoever it was, is ly to conditioning
opposition. The BU meet was the
and batting pracslated to compete in the national tice.
closest of the season for Maine.
NAIB playoffs at Kansas City,
Bowler Double Winner
All practices will be held in the afKansas.
ternoon from now on. Evening sesJohn Bowler's two wins paced the
Only four teams were selected for sions have been eliminated
Bears. Bowler cracked a meet record
.
the two-day New Britain tourney.
Of the eight hurlers left on the
by taking the 280 in 30.2 seconds and
Tufts, St. Anselms, and New Britain squad, three of them—Bo
then outraced two Terriers to win the
b Breton,
Teachers were chosen along with the Johnny Leathers, and Jack
600-yard event.
Whitmore
University of Massachusetts.
—are left-handers.
Only a sophomore. Bowler along
Massachusetts was presumably the
The conventional throwers include
with fellow classmen Boy Haynes, a
choice after Maine had turned its back Reggie Hall, Ernie Martikain
en,
dash man, and Jack Wathen, who runs
on the post-season game. The Red- Frank Nickerson. and lettermen
Vic
the middle distances, should make
skins had a season's record of seven Woodbrey and Marty Dow.
Coach Jenkins' thoughts about the
fuwins and eight losses.
Catchers, all right-hand batters, on
ture pleasant ones.
How fortunate that Maine was the squad are Danny Ribbons, Bob
Wallace Wins Thriller
not involved in such a tourna- Davidson. and Merrill Wilson.
The tops for excitement in the meet
ment. After all, potato publicity
Jim Bradley was the only first basewas John Wallace's spectacularly close
is enough for the state of Maine. man retained while second basemen
win over BU's Fitzgerald in the mile.
We need never ge after athletic Nundi Romano and Jim Delois surThe time was 4:26.2, the fastest
publicity.
vived the cut. George Gray and
clocked in the fieldhouse this year and
The University runs a full-time Lowell Osgood are the remaining
another meet record. Wallace started
publicity office bat of course any third base candidates. Reggie Lord
Miler John Wallace edges Fitzgerald of Boston University
such affair as the New Britain and Roland Chamard, the only leftfor first place in the mile event of last Saturday's fieldhouse meet. the season running in the two-mile
event but switched to the shorter
game would be worthless from handed hitting infielder, round out the
Wallace's time of 4:26.2 was the fastest in several years and his
distance for the final two meets. And he
the publicity angle. Or so tho inner defenses at shortstop.
victory helped Maine to a 725/
6-53% victory over the Terriers.
won the event each time.
story is told.
Veterans Clyde Douglas and Joe
—Staff Photo by Sprague
Four of Maine's "tired" basketball Nickless make up half of the outfieldContinuing their excellent work,
players are now playing semi-pro ers left after the cut. Ralph Clark and
Jerry Haynes and the Floyd Milbank
clubs throughout the state.
Carl Wight fill the other two spots.
posted wins to remain undefeated.
Charlie and Bert Goddard, Al Hop- Of this quartet, Nickless and Wight
Haynes soared 22 ft. 6 in. in the broad
kins, and Wes Hussey of the state bat left while Clark is a switch hitter.
jump while Milbank tossed the 16 lb.
champion Bears along with John CerThe team will leave Thursday,
weight 41 feet, 9 inches to edge out
vone played and defeated the Belfast March 30, for the seven-game tour
two BU men.
Merchants last Sunday at Belfast. which opens with Washington uniWith more than 80 candidates reBill Cummings of Auburn. a junior Terrier Standouts
Tuesday night they met the Moulton versity.
porting for spring football, Coach here, dethroned defending champion
Standouts for the Terriers were
Collegians at Moulton.
Dave Nelson has a full-time job on John Chapman of Bangor with some Fitzgeral
d: Dick Palmieri, a high
The spring climax to the playhis hands every afternoon at the field- outstanding slalom running to win the jumper,
and Black, who broke a Maine
ing careers of these self-termed
Golden Ski meet at Bald Mountain monopoly
house.
of past meets by winning
Orono Collegians will be a late.
Hal Westerman and John Cudde- Sunday.
the hammer throw.
April encounter with Holy Cross
back are assisting Nelson during the
In his first slalom run, the Maine
players at the Brewer auditorium.
practice sessions, which are being held ski team ace recorded a time of 59 secOfficials' Checks Ready
The Maine-Holy Cross battle
daily from 4:45 to 5:30 p.m.
onds.
may also he extended to a reThese exceptionally fast times gave
All checks for intramural basketUnder the present set-up, Nelson
turn contest at Portland in the
him
wide
a
margin
ball
over
his
closest
officials will be ready Friday at
said that these work-outs will conExposition building.
tinue until spring vacation. Following rival, Ted Hawkes, also a Maine skier, the physical education office in MeEvidently these boys aren't too
morial gym.
the recess. he hopes that the Bears and proved to he the winning edge.
tired for post-season games after a
will be able to work outdoors if the
regular schedule of basketball.
field is in shape. He is also planning
While we are sniping at University
to hold one intra-squad scrimmage
athletic policy, there is one other item
game before practice ends.
that deserves some attention.
Dressed in white practice uniforms.
According to reports received by
lbout
80 gridmen turned out for initial
this department, the gold basket,irills on Monday. Nelson put them
balls customarily awarded to state
Two top-flight basketball at trac- experience this winter by playing
top
through several minutes of looseningchampion athletic squads will be
tions
will be presented tonight at dorm and fraternity teams. The
exercises
up
and
some
work
the
on
given to only eight members of
Memorial gym when the Sophomore Phantoms lost only one of these tilts
blocking dummies.
the court team.
although the score was kept only that
The first day's work was rounded Owls ill play the Eagles and the
Letter winners—Charlie and Bert
once.
faculty
Phantoms meet the Cast Iron
out with a rugged session of two-onGoddard. Wes Hussey, Al Hopkins,
Despite this experience and a fine
Coaches.
one live-blocking work.
Lowell Osgood, Vic Woodbrey, Larry
conditioning program, the Phantoms
The Owl-Eagle game will begin at
Several veteran: were back for the
Nfahaney, and Jack Leet—will get the
have little hope for victory. They
prizes but the remainder of the squad
first day, this group including Russ 7:45 and the faculty-coaches contest
will be playing without their star,
"Butch" Noyes. well known for his will start at 8:15. Admission will be
will be left out in the cold without
John Cuddeback, who has jumped
to
fine punting the last two seasons; Les $.25.
gold.
the coaches squad.
Leggett. a hard-running Pale Blue
Here is another muff on the part
Captain Jerry Grady of the PhanThey also expressed dismay at the
back ; Charlie Burgess. chunky little toms has announced that his squad
of the University of Maine. A fine
size of the Memorial gym floor.'Acdefensive spark-plug last fall; Dick will include John Gronouski. Ed
opportunity had presented itself for
customed to the smaller Women's
1.argay, a regular defensive man in Smykay, Fred Amling. Bob Matthias,
the recognition of every player who
gym surface, the Phantoms hope to
one of the end berths; Lionel Roy, a Paul Rogus. Harry Everhart. Ike
made the championship possible.
overcome the floor problem by using
backfield man who did a fine job in Webber. Bob York. Sam Pritchard,
I wonder when Maine will pull its
their copyrighted "open substitution,
replacing the injured Hal Marden and Dean Joseph M. Murray.
head out of the sand and develop at
double platoon system" and a secret
last year.
least a half-way reasonable attitude
In addition to captain Hal 'Wester- "maximum effort"
maneuver.
on such matters.
Double-winner John Bowler
Pete Pocius. newcomer last year at man, the coaches list Dave Nelson.
Harry Halsey and Mayor Tiny
Who's rsponsible for the mixsprints home first for Maine in one of the guard slots; Milton Victor Mike hide, Sam Sezak, John Cud- Fletcher
will referee the faculty up? If it's the Athletic board,
the 600-vard run last Saturday and Seymour Card, both remembered &back. and Hal Woodbury on their coaches tilt
while ex-Owls Ed Mcwhat's the reason? Maybe the
against Boston University.
for their bruising line play a season squad.
Dermott and Bob Kelley will handle
board can play for us next year.
—Staff Photo b) Sprague ago.
The faculty team has gained much the Owl-Eagle
preliminary.

Lude Cuts Bear
Baseball Squad '
To 22 Players

Pounce On BU;
Run Undefeated
String To 20

Spring Football CummingsWins
Practice Starts GoldenSkiMeet

Fat Faculty Phantoms Fight
Cast Iron Coaches Tonight—Wow
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AlcIsque iviusical
Dean Wieman
BGgins Wednesday;
Big Cast Featured Explains Maine

Senators Get
Constitution;
Send It Back

(Continued from Page One)

(Continued from Page One)

Joan Blanchard. Shirley Johnson.
Margaret Murray. Eva Burgess. Paul
Ellis. Jacob Dion. Harry Henderson,
George Bjornson, Wendell Hodgkins,
Joseph Zabriskie, Albert Mosher, and
Jean Lavigueur.
Tickets for the play are still on
sale at 330 Stevens hall.

General Senate membership would
be cut from 27 to nine, one from each
of six groups and three from the student body at large. The six student
groups are men's dorms, women's
dorms, fraternities. sororities, offcampus men and off-campus women.
The president of the Senate would
no longer be named in a general election but would be chosen by the Senate from among its members.
Maine students and faculty will
Incorporated in Section five of the have a chance to hear the commander
constitution is a clause which says of a jet fighter squadron give a first"that any student or faculty member hand account of jet flying next Tuesof the University of Maine shall be day evening, March 21. at 7:30 p.m.
given the opportunity to be heard at in the Louis Oakes room. Major
any regular meeting of the General John Pesch, commanding officer of
Student Senate upon prior notice to the 132nd Fighter Squadron, Air Nathe Senate's recorder."
tional Guard, was invited to the camExecutive Council
pus by the Flying Bears, and his talk
Another important feature of the will be open to the public.
document is that it provides for an
Executive council and a Student JudiSunday Services
ciary committee.
Rev. John Brett Fort of the St.
The Executive council will consist of the presidents of each of the John's Episcopal Church, Bangor,
four classes and the Campus Mayor. will conduct the religious services on
Its general duties will be to see that Sunday. March 19, at the Little Theaall student laws are observed, act as a tre at 11 a.m.
committee for clearing campus activiListen to the Maine Radio Guild
ties, review legislation of the General
Sunday at 10:30 p.m. over
every
of
duties
the
Senate. and take over
PZ.
comCitizenship
Senate
the present
mittee.
The Judiciary committee wol;
consist of seven members of the st•
(:ent body at large, elected by tL #
Executive council. The committee
would have jurisdiction in all caconcerning the interpretation of
constitution and by-laws.
No Discrimination
The new constitution also says tl..1
ths: right to hold any student ofP4
shall not be denied or abridged 4: r
account of race, color, sex, religion, , 0
or class membership. This would tl- .
away with the old restrictions in claby Marlboro
elections.
A definite date is set for class elec• GABARDINES
tions, something which is not provided
for in the present constitution. Ti
• PLAIDS
date named is the first Monday in
November. Members of the General
• RAYON
Student Senate and the Campus Mayor
• NYLON
will be elected on the second Tuesday
in May.
Initiative, referendum, and recall,
three powers familiar to us from state
constitutions, would be reserved to the
students by the new constitution.
No Fines Imposed
Article 11. Section 4, provides that
"no fines shall be imposed, nor physical punishment inflicted, by any student organization."
Section 1 of the same article
guaranties each student organization
a republican form of government.
Members of the committee for
drafting the new constitution are Bob
Moran, chairman, Margaret Murray,
SS PICKERING $O.
Dwight Demeritt. Joan McKaig,
BANGOR
Shirley Look, Phil Ward. and Howard Foley.

Jet Fighter Pilot
To Speak Tuesday

4

/

SPORT
SHIRTS

2.98 to 4.98

•
.
."1111."

Freshman women students will be

East and \Vest halls will probably

:iuused in New Dorm No. 3 beginning be razed this summer, according to
next yeLr. President Arthur A. Hauck the announcement. All resident men
has announced. The dormitory will

' students will occupy the dormitories
, accommodate 152 freshman women !
at the north end of the campus.
and four senior residents.
schedules are considered
omplete l
•
without post-season games.
;•
Exhausted players might not be
able to keep playing well in an extended season, he explained.
k of larch 13,
In relation to the recent invitation
to the New England basketball tournament. Wieman said that Maine
Ivould gain little prestige by playing
the other schools that go to this
Sigma Chi
tournament.
He said that Yankee Conference
Jerry has been cracking meet record coosistcutl
rules do not forbid post-season games.
on Maine's victorious track team
but very few of the conference teams
play in them.
The recipient of this award is entitled to
Last Thursday night the Athletic
$2.00 PERSONAL CLEANING SERVICE
Board appointed a committee to study
ABSOLUTELY FREE
the question of post-season games. On
the committee are Thomas Hershey,
of the alumni, Professor Harry E.
Watson, Alton Hopkins, and Dean
Orono 647
18 Mill Street
Wieman.
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At DARTMOUTH and Colleges and Uniersities
throughout the country (HESTER'

ROBERT RYAN

E‘en'n.r, and C.N.,(luate Programs

1. Itvgistration--Nept. II to I.?. I9.70
Early application is necessary
t7 NIT. VERNON STREET
rot phone

BOSTON 8, MA'4S
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Frosh Women To Occupy Dorm 3
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